Please, for your eyes only....until the full range of suits is made public by filing in court...hopefully in early February, 1974.

Please do not reproduce. We will supply you with additional copies, summary report, etc. when the project is completed.

Thank you.

December, 1973

PROJECT Y

(¡YA BASTA! SUE THE BASTARD)

YABASTA MEANS "ENOUGH NOW" IN SPANISH.
THE REAL ESTATE INDUSTRY (REAL ESTATE FIRMS, PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATIONS, BANKS, INSURANCE COMPANIES AND OTHER LENDERS, ADVERTISERS, NEWSPAPER REAL ESTATE SECTIONS, ETC.) CREATE, MAINTAIN AND CONDONE TWO SEPARATE HOUSING MARKETS - ONE FOR MIDDLE CLASS WHITES AND ANOTHER FOR BLACKS, PUERTO RICANS AND THE POOR.

THE IMENSE SIZE, INFLUENCE, AND THE INTER-LOCKING NATURE OF THESE INSTITUTIONS HAS TOTALLY PROTECTED THEM IN THE HARTFORD AREA FROM "PATTERN AND PRACTICE" LITIGATION. IN THE PAST, INDIVIDUAL AND ISOLATED CHARGES OF HOUSING DISCRIMINATION HAVE BROUGHT GENERALLY POOR RESULTS AND ANEMIC AFFIRMATIVE ACTION ON A SELF-REGULATORY BASIS FROM THE REAL ESTATE INDUSTRY.

PROJECT YBSTB IS DESIGNED TO BRING STATE-WIDE ATTENTION TO THE DUAL HOUSING MARKET PROBLEM AND TO STRIKE DEEP AT THE INSTITUTIONALLY RACIST AND ELITIST CAUSES FOR THE DISCRIMINATORY BARRIERS WHICH EXIST IN THE HOUSING SUPPLY OF THE CAPITOL REGION.

PARTICIPANTS

PARTICIPANTS IN PROJECT YBSTB ARE BOTH REGULAR HOME BUYERS AND TESTERS. THEY REPRESENT A CROSS-SECTION OF RACE, AGE, FAMILY SIZE, AND PLACE OF RESIDENCE. THEY WILL, THEREFORE, GO UNDETECTED THROUGHOUT THE STREAM OF HOMEBUYERS OPERATING IN THE REGION. THERE ARE BETWEEN 40 AND FIFTY PARTICIPANTS CURRENTLY WILLING TO ACT THROUGH THE PROJECT.

ALL PARTICIPANTS ARE ASKED TO BECOME PLAINTEES IN A SERIES OF FEDERAL AND STATE SUITS AGAINST MAJOR REAL ESTATE FIRMS, THE GREAT HARTFORD BOARD OF REALTORS, AND THE CONNECTICUT REAL ESTATE COMMISSION. NO ONE PLAINTEE WILL BE INVOLVED IN MORE THAN ONE SUIT. IF THE "PLAINTEE" ROLE IS UNCOMFORTABLE TO YOU, PLEASE DISCUSS YOUR CONCERNS WITH THE COORDINATORS AND/OR THE PROJECT STB LAWYERS. LEGAL EXPENSES FOR THESE SUITS WILL EITHER BE GIFTS IN KIND OR WILL BE COVERED THROUGH FUNDS DONATED FOR THIS SPECIFIC PURPOSE. THERE WILL PROBABLY BE FIVE PLAINTEES FOR EACH SUIT.

PARTICIPANTS ARE ASKED NOT TO DISCUSS THEIR PARTICIPATION IN THE PROJECT OR THE PARTICULARS OF THEIR EXPERIENCE(S) WITH ANYONE OTHER THAN THE COORDINATORS UNTIL THE FULL RANGE OF LITIGATION IS FILED IN COURT....THEN BROAD EXPOSURE FOR ANY AND ALL IS ENCOURAGED FOR EDUCATIONAL AND AWARENESS PURPOSES.
PARTICIPATION BEGINS BY AGREEING TO DESCRIBE IN WRITING A RECENT REAL ESTATE SALES EXPERIENCE INVOLVING RACIAL STEERING, BLOCK-BUSTING OR OTHER FORMS OF RACIAL DISCRIMINATION...OR BY ACCEPTING A TESTING ASSIGNMENT.

COORDINATORS

COLLECTING THE WRITTEN STATEMENTS, ANSWERING QUESTIONS ABOUT TESTING, ORGANIZING ASSIGNMENTS AND THE BEST CASES WILL BE HANDLED BY EDUCATION/INSTRUCTION. BEST CONTACT POINTS ARE WENDY AND BOYD HINDES, (HOME) 137 RIDGEFIELD STREET, HARTFORD 527-3313 OR (OFFICE) 1170 ALBANY AVE., HARTFORD 522-7960, 522-7052.

PART OR RECENT EXPERIENCES

PARTICIPANTS WHO, UNEXPECTEDLY, EXPERIENCED RACIAL DISCRIMINATION BY REAL ESTATE AGENTS ARE SIMPLY ASKED TO DESCRIBE THEIR EXPERIENCE IN AS MUCH DETAIL AS POSSIBLE: NAME(S) OF AGENT(S), FIRM NAME, OFFICE, BATES, COMMENTS FROM AGENTS, PRACTICES AND PROCEDURES, ETC., WHICH EFFECTED THEIR DECISION REGARDING HOUSING. PLEASE SUBMIT THESE STATEMENTS TO THE COORDINATORS.

TESTING

FURTHER DOCUMENTATION OF THE PATTERN AND PRACTICE OF A REAL ESTATE FIRM'S SALES APPROACH WILL ACCOMPLISHED BY A SERIES OF SHORT VISITS (ONLY SOMETIMES ANNOUNCED BY A PHONE CALL) TO SELECTED OFFICES THROUGHOUT THE GREATER HARTFORD AREA. SUCH VISITS WILL TAKE FROM ONE TO THREE HOURS. FOLLOW-UP CALLS, ADDITIONAL APPOINTMENTS FOR VIEWING HOMES, ETC., ARE NOT EXPECTED TO BE A NECESSARY PART OF DOCUMENTING THE STEERING.

TESTERS ARE ASKED TO WEAR AND TO SAY WHATEVER THEY MIGHT ORDINARILY WEAR AND SAY IF THEY WERE ACTUALLY LOOKING FOR A HOME. THE CONVERSATION CAN BE OPENED WITH SOME SORT OF QUESTION ABOUT THE HOUSING MARKET IN THE GREATER HARTFORD AREA: (TELL US ABOUT WHAT KIND OF HOMES AND COMMUNITIES ARE AVAILABLE THROUGH THE $40,000 RANGE), (HOW AND WHERE DO YOU THINK WE OUGHT TO BEGIN LOOKING FOR A HOME?), ETC.

CAUTION: PLEASE DO NOT GIVE A PREFERENCE AT THE OUTSET OF THE CONTACT FOR ANY PARTICULAR RESIDENTIAL AREA...EMPHASIZE SIZE AND PRICE OF HOME, NOT TOWN. DO NOT GET CAUGHT IN A DISCUSSION ABOUT ANNUAL INCOME, AMOUNT OF DOWNPAYMENT, PLACE OF WORK, ETC., (EXCEPT FOR A BRIEF ANSWER) BECAUSE THIS TYPE OF "QUALIFICATION" FOR A BUYER IS USED TO STEER TO AND FROM SPECIFIC NEIGHBORHOODS. LET IT SUFFICE TO SAY THAT YOU CAN AFFORD UP TO $40,000 HOUSE. REMEMBER: THIS VISIT IS TO DOCUMENT WHAT THE SALES AGENT HAS TO SAY TO YOU ABOUT THE "REAL ESTATE MARKET"...WHAT BROAD (OR NARROW) RANGE OF POSSIBILITIES THERE ARE FOR YOU.
Testers are asked not to lead a real estate agent into any particular "sales pitch." Steering practices are part of a pattern of business-as-usual. Do not ask questions like (What do you think of blacks, Puerto Ricans, etc.) But you can ask (What about living in Hartford, about Blue Hills, about Bloomfield?) etc. Just make the agent explain him/herself completely about sales phrases like "bad neighborhood," "high crime rate area," "poor schools," "comfortableness," "too expensive," "them" or "they, those people," etc., when such remarks are made.

There must be two testers present at all times to serve as independent witnesses. You are encouraged to go out in the car with the agent only if that maneuver seems to be designed to get you away from other customers or if the agent is not being open because of a lack of privacy in the office, etc.

Racial Steering

It is important that both buyers and testers understand the concept of "racial steering." It simply means any attempt or procedure which has the net effect of showing homes in overwhelmingly white neighborhoods to white buyers and homes in minority dominated areas or interracial neighborhoods to minority buyers. Steering is influencing a prospective buyer's choice by imposing racially-based factors on the decision-making process.

It is clear that much steering is accomplished by labeling a community as a "good" or "bad" place to live, a good or bad investment, as having a good or bad school system, as being noisy, or a high crime area, or the next ghetto, or next to a ghetto, etc.

A salesperson whose sales approach to white buyers puts the City of Hartford, the Blue Hills section of Hartford, the "Northend," Bloomfield, etc., in a negative light is racially steering.

A salesperson whose sales approach to black or Puerto Rican buyers puts all of suburbia except for Bloomfield in a negative light, or who presents suburbia as too expensive, or somehow not reachable is racially steering. Extra financial questioning for minority buyers or referral to special agents who "know" of minority residential areas, or the basic assumption that minority buyers would not be interested in certain suburban towns is racial steering.

Consciously or unconsciously, agents make their bias about a "good place to live" (and why that agent feels that way) known to prospective buyers. When such a bias is related directly or indirectly to race, this influence is racial steering.

Note: Attached is a written statement on racial steering from the "Dual Housing Market..." National Neighborhood. Please ask the coordinators for additional examples or explanations if this "steering" concept is not clear to you.
During the contact, keep the following points in mind:

1. Be sure to get a card for identification.

2. Keep your comments, preferences, etc. short, vague, and neutral. What the agent says is what is important.


4. Be sure to discuss the entire inner suburban ring around Hartford on a town-by-town basis (West Hartford, Newington, Wethersfield, Glastonbury, East Hartford, South Windsor, Windsor; Bloomfield) as well as discussing living in the city itself.

5. Do not ask a direct racial, national origin or religious question, i.e., do not solicit information about the racial, ethnic, religious, national origin, etc. composition of streets, towns, schools, etc. Explore such topics only after they have been brought up by the agent or referred to by an agent—then be persistent.

6. Accept any printed or promotional material that may be offered (maps, brochures, calendars, etc.) and use them during the contact.

7. Make sure that you have informed (prior to the appointment) the individual whose telephone number or address you may have used for an "alias—where to contact me" to expect a call/mail from the agent and to offer to have you contact the agent later.
Sample Questions for Project Interviews

(Can be used by testers in writing up their statements or in canvassing of recent experiences)

Section 3604(a) of the Fair Housing Act of 1968 makes it unlawful to refuse to sell or rent or to otherwise make unavailable a dwelling to any person because of race, color, religion or national origin. When race is a factor involved in salesmanship, and the normal availability of homes is altered because of race, the 1968 Fair Housing Act is violated.

Education/Instrucción is monitoring the real estate industry in the best way it can. The Commercial Record (Public Information) provides the name and address of each home sold in the Capitol Region. To establish patterns about the process of buying and selling, we are asking the following questions:

1. Name of buyer ________________________ Race of buyer ________

2. Name of real estate firm(s) used: ________________________________

3. Office location: _____________________________________________

4. Why did you go to them? ____________________________________

5. Name of agent who sold house: _________________________________

6. Race of agent: ______________________

7. Real estate company’s sales force was white ____ black ____ mixed ____

8. What directions (request, preferences, etc.) did you give the salesperson regarding a town, neighborhood?

9. What price range did you set as your limits? __________________

10. At any time were you discouraged from looking at an area, town, neighborhood? How?

11. At any time were you referred to:

   Another agent ________ Another Office ________

   Another geographic area ________ Another company ________

   A specific source of funding ________
12. In commenting favorably about a town or neighborhood, what phrases and opinions did the agent offer?

13. In commenting unfavorably about a town or neighborhood, what phrases and opinions did the agent offer?

14. What did you take the agent to mean by these unfavorable/favorable comments?

15. How many different homes were you shown?

16. How many different towns were you shown? Which?

17. Did you ask about the City of Hartford (or a Hartford neighborhood) as a place to live? Agent's response:

18. Did you ask about Bloomfield as a place to live? Agent's response:

19. Did the agent make any statements which you felt were derogatory in any way to individuals of the Black race? (explain)

   Derogatory to Puerto Ricans? (explain)

   Derogatory to a specific religion? (explain)

20. Did anything occur during your house purchasing experience from start to finish which you felt was out-of-the-ordinary?

21. Did you ask a specific question about race? Explain:

Thank you very much.